Abstract. The well-known Hammersley-Clifford theorem states (under certain conditions) that any Markov random field is a Gibbs state for a nearest neighbor interaction. In this paper we study Markov random fields for which the proof of the Hammersley-Clifford theorem does not apply. Following Petersen and Schmidt we utilize the formalism of cocycles for the homoclinic equivalence relation and introduce "Markov cocycles", reparametrisations of Markov specifications. The main part of this paper exploits this to deduce the conclusion of the Hammersley-Clifford theorem for a family of Markov fields which are outside the theorem's purview where the underlying graph is Z d . This family includes all Markov random fields whose support is the d-dimensional "3-colored chessboard". On the other extreme, we construct a family of shiftinvariant Markov random fields which are not given by any finite range shift-invariant interaction.
Introduction
A Markov random field is a collection of random variables (x v ) v∈V indexed by the vertices of an undirected graph G = (V, E), satisfying the following conditional independence property: Any two subsets of the variables {x v } v∈A and {x v } v∈B corresponding to separated subsets of vertices A, B ⊂ V in the graph are independent given {x v } v∈V \(A∪B) . Under a certain positivity assumption on the joint distribution, the Hammersley-Clifford theorem states that any Markov random field is a Gibbs state for a nearest neighbor interaction. This means that the distribution of configurations on any finite subset A ⊂ V given the configuration on the outer boundary can be expressed as the normalized product of weights associated with configurations on complete subgraphs. Moreover, if the measure is invariant under a group of automorphisms of the graph, the weights can be chosen invariant under the same. The key assumption in the proof of the Hammersley-Clifford theorem is what we call existence of a "safe symbol".
In this paper, we shall study Markov random fields outside the purview of the safe symbol assumption. We focus on Markov random fields which consist of random variables taking values in a finite set A. Thus, a Markov random field on the graph G = (V, E) is a probability measure µ on A V , satisfying the conditional independence property described above. The support of µ is the smallest closed subset X ⊂ A V such that µ(X) = 1. The support X of a Markov random field has a certain property which makes it a "topological Markov field" (see section 2.1). A specification is a consistent system of probability distributions on configurations for every finite set of sites given the configuration on the complement. A Markov specification is a specification where the distribution depends solely on the configuration on the outer boundary of the concerned finite set and Gibbs if it can be written as the normalized product of nearest neighbor interactions as well. The Hammersley-Clifford theorem is thus a statement about the specification of a Markov random field, under an assumption on its support (existence of a "safe symbol").
In general the conclusion of the Hammersely-Clifford theorem does not hold if we drop the safe symbol assumption: J. Moussouris provided examples of Markov random fields on a finite graph which are not Gibbs states for a nearest neighbor interaction [16] . Are there other conditions on a Markov random field which guarantee that a Hammersely-Clifford type theorem to holds? In the absence of a nearest neighbor interaction, is there an alternative "compact description" for the specification of a Markov random field? These are the types of questions we investigate in this paper. Some work along these lines has been carried out in the first-named author's M.Sc. thesis [5] .
There has been other work along this direction: When the underlying graph is finite, there are known algebraic conditions on the support [12] and conditions on the graph [15] for the conclusions of the Hammersley-Clifford theorem to hold. When the underlying graph is a Cayley graph of Z the Markov random field is shift-invariant and A is finite, the conclusions of the Hammersley-Clifford theorem holds without any further assumptions [6] . Furthermore, in that setting any Markov random field is a stationary Markov chain. Even when the underlying graph is a Cayley graph of Z, this conclusion can fail for countable A (Theorem 11.33 [11] ), or if we drop the assumption of shift-invariance [9] . In the same setting, except A is a general measure space rather than a finite set, certain mixing conditions guarantee the conclusion (theorems 10.25 and 10.35 in [11] ). When the underlying graph is the Cayley graph of Z d and d > 1, the conclusion fails even in the shift-invariant and finite alphabet case (Chapter 5 in [5] and section 9 of this paper).
For most of this paper we focus on Markov random fields for which the graph G = (V, E) is the Cayley graph of Z d with respect to the standard set of generators. The natural action of Z d on this graph induces an action on A Z d by translations or shifts. We study in particular Markov random fields which are invariant to the shift action. Evidently, the support of any such Markov random field is a shift space, that is a shift invariant compact subset of A Z d . A major portion of this paper is spent establishing the conclusion of the HammersleyClifford theorem for Markov random fields whose support is in a certain one-parameter family of shift spaces X r , where r ≥ 2 is an integer. We prove that any Markov random field whose support is X r is a Gibbs state for a nearest neighbor interaction (proposition 5.5). Furthermore, the interaction can be chosen shift-invariant if the concerned Markov random field is shift-invariant (theorem 6.1). For r = 4, the space X r ⊂ {0, . . . , r − 1} Z d consists of all those x ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1} Z d for which x n − x m = ±1 mod r whenever n − m 1 = 1. For r = 2 this space consists of 2 periodic "chessboard" configurations and for r = 3 this is the d-dimensional "3-colored chessboard": the set of proper graph 3-colorings of the Cayley graph of Z d . In section 3 we introduce "Markov cocycles" and "Gibbs cocycles", a rather general formalism allowing to parameterize Markov specifications. Following [18] , these are logarithms of the Radon-Nikodym derivatives with respect to the homoclinic relation, that is, logarithm of the ratio of probabilities of configurations which differ at only finitely many sites. Markov cocycles form a vector space, the space of Gibbs cocycles with shift-invariant interactions being finite dimensional. A strong version of Hammersley-Clifford theorem can now be stated in terms of these objects (theorem 3.1). A weaker condition on the support of a Markov random field than that of a "safe symbol", namely, the "pivot property" gives us a weaker result, that is, the space of shift-invariant Markov cocycles is finite dimensional. For the spaces X r 's we show that the dimension of the shift-invariant Markov cocycles is r while the dimension of Gibbs cocycles with a shift-invariant interaction is r − 1 (propositions 5.2 and 5.3). However if we do not demand shift-invariance for the interaction, then every Markov cocycle is Gibbs. Thus for shift spaces X r 's the conclusion of the weaker version of Hammersley-Clifford theorem holds, the conclusion of the stronger version holds as well but not in the shift-invariance setting. We give an example in Section 9 which does not have the pivot property and the space of shift-invariant Markov cocycles has uncountable dimension.
Background and Notation
This section will recall the necessary concepts and introduce the basic notation.
2.1. Markov Random Fields and topological Markov fields. Let G = (V, E) be a graph where the vertex set V is finite or countable. The boundary of a set of vertices F ⊂ V , denoted ∂F , is the set of vertices outside F which are adjacent to F :
Remark: Observe that in our notation ∂F ⊂ F c . This is sometimes called the outer boundary of a set F . Consistent with our notation the inner boundary of F is ∂F c . Given A finite (more generally compact), A V is a compact topological space with respect to the product topology. For F ⊂ V finite and a ∈ A F , we denote by [a] F the cylinder set
The collection of cylinder sets generate the Borel σ-algebra on A V . A Markov random field is a Borel probability measure µ on A V with the property that for all finite A, B ⊂ V such that ∂A ⊂ B ⊂ A c and a
An equivalent definition is the following: If x is a point chosen randomly according to the measure µ, and A, B ⊂ V are finite, separated sets in G (meaning (v, w) ∈ E whenever v ∈ A and w ∈ B), then conditioned on x | V \(A∪B) , x | A and x | B are independent random variables.
Remark: A stronger notion of a Markov random field obtained by requiring the conditional independence above for all A, B ⊂ V which are separated in G, finite or not is called a global Markov random field. We will not discuss this distinction further here, and be mostly concerned with the definition of Markov random fields where the above mentioned A and B are finite.
As in [5, 6] , a topological Markov field is a compact set X ⊂ A V such that for all F ⊂ V finite, and all x, y ∈ X satisfying x = y on ∂F , z ∈ A V given by
is an element in X. A topological Markov field is called global if we do not demand that F be finite.
The support of a Borel probability measure µ on A V denoted by supp(µ) is the intersection of all closed sets Y ⊂ A V for which µ(Y ) = 1. Equivalently,
where N (µ) is the collection of all cylinder sets with µ([a] A ) = 0. It follows that the support of a Markov random field is a topological Markov field.
2.2.
The homoclinic equivalence relation of a TMF and adapted MRFs. Following [18, 21] , we denote by ∆ X the homoclinic equivalence relation of a TMF X ⊂ A V , which is given by ∆ X := {(x, y) ∈ X × X | x n = y n for all but finitely many n ∈ V }.
We say that a Markov random field µ is adapted with respect to topological Markov field X if supp(µ) ⊂ X and
Equivalently, a Markov random field µ is adapted to X if and only if the measure µ is non-singular with respect to ∆ X .
To illustrate this definition, if supp(µ) = X then µ is adapted with respect to X, and if X = X 1 ∪ X 2 is the union of topological Markov fields over disjoint alphabets and µ is a Markov random field with supp(µ) = X 1 then µ is adapted with respect to X. On the other hand, the Bernoulli measure (
V is not adapted with resect to {0, 1, 2} V . In fact, if X = A Z d then any Markov random field which is adapted to X has supp(µ) = X.
Z
d -shift spaces and shifts of finite type. For the Markov random fields we discuss in this paper, the vertices of the underlying graph are the d-dimensional integer lattice. We identify Z d with the set of vertices of the Cayley graph with respect to the standard generators. Rephrasing, n, m ∈ Z d are adjacent iff n − m 1 = 1, where for any n = (n 1 , . . . , n r ) ∈ Z d , ||n|| 1 = d r=1 |n r | denotes the l 1 norm of n. The boundary of any finite set F ⊂ Z d is thus given by:
On the compact space A Z d the maps σ n :
is a topological dynamical system called the d-dimensional full shift on the alphabet A. Note that σ acts on the Cayley graph of Z d by graph isomorphisms. A Z d shift space or subshift is a dynamical system (X, σ) where X ⊂ A Z d is closed and invariant under the map σ n for each n ∈ Z d . The language of a subshift X denoted by B(X) is defined as all finite patterns which occur in the elements of X.
It follows that the support of any shift-invariant measure µ is a subshift.
An alternate equivalent definition for a subshift is given by forbidden patterns as follows: Let
For any F ⊂ A let
Evidently, a subset X ⊂ A Z d is a subshift if and only if there exists F ⊂ A such that X = X F . The set F is called the set of forbidden patterns for X. A subshift X is called a shift of finite type if X = X F for some finite set F. A shift of finite type is called a nearest neighbor shift of finite type if X = X F where F consists of nearest neighbor constraints, i.e. F consists of patterns on edges. When d = 1 nearest neighbor shift of finite type are also called topological Markov chains. In fact the study of nearest neighbor shifts of finite type has been much motivated by the fact that the support of stationary Markov chains are one-dimensional nearest neighbor shifts of finite type.
Every nearest neighbor Z d -shift of finite type is a shift-invariant topological Markov field. When d = 1 the converse is also true under the assumption that the subshift is non-wandering [6] . Without the non-wandering assumption, one-dimensional shift-invariant topological Markov fields are sofic shifts, but not necessarily of finite type [6] . This does not hold in higher dimensions ( [5] and section 9).
2.4.
Gibbs states with nearest neighbor interactions. For a graph G = (V, E) and any set A ⊂ V , let diam(A) denote the diameter of A with respect to the graph distance in G, that is, diam(A) = max i,j∈A ||i − j||.
Following [19] , an interaction on X is a function φ from B(X) to R, satisfying certain summability conditions. Here we will only consider finite range interactions, for which the summability conditions are automatically satisfied.
An interaction is of range at most k if φ(a) = 0 for a ∈ B A (X) whenever diam(A) ≥ k. We will call an interaction of range 1 a nearest neighbor interaction. When G = Z d , an interaction φ is shift-invariant if for all n ∈ Z d and a ∈ B(X), V (a) = V (σ n (a)). Since the standard Cayley graph of Z d has no triangles, a shift-invariant nearest neighbor interaction is uniquely determined by its values on configurations on {0} ("single site potentials") and on configurations on pairs {0, e i }, i = 1, . . . , d ("edge interactions"). We denote these by φ([a] 0 ) and φ([a, b] i ) respectively where a, b ∈ A.
A Gibbs state with a nearest neighbor interaction φ is a Markov random field µ such that for all x ∈ supp(µ) and
where Z A,x| ∂A is the uniquely determined normalizing factor so that µ(X) = 1, dependent upon A and x| ∂A .
Markov specifications and Markov cocycles
Any Markov random field µ yields conditional probabilities of the form µ(x F = · | x ∂F = δ) for any finite F ⊂ V and all admissible δ ∈ A ∂F ( by admissible we mean µ([δ] ∂ F ) > 0). We refer to such collection of conditional probabilities as the Markov specification associated with µ. It may happen that two distinct Markov random fields have the same specification, as in the case of the 2-dimensional Ising model in low temperature [17] . In general it is a subtle and challenging problem to determine if a given Markov specification admits more than one Markov random fields (the problem of uniqueness for the measure of maximal entropy of a Z d -shift of finite type is an instance of this problem [4] ). For the purpose of our study and statement of our results, it would be convenient to have an intrinsic definition for a Markov specification, not involving a particular underlying Markov random field.
Let X ⊂ A Z d be a topological Markov field. A Markov specification on X is an assignment for each finite F ⊂ Z d and x ∈ B ∂F (X) of a probability measure Θ F,x on B F (X) satisfying the following conditions:
(1) Support condition: For any finite F ⊂ V , any x ∈ B ∂F (X) and any y ∈ B F (X) such that x ∨ y ∈ B F ∪∂F (X), Θ F,x (y) > 0. This condition can be written as follows:
(2) Markovian condition: For any finite F ⊂ V and x ∈ B ∂F (X), Θ F,x is a Markov random field on the finite graph induced from V on F . (3) Consistency condition: If F ⊂ H, x ∈ B ∂F (X), y ∈ B ∂H (X) and x n = y n for n ∈ ∂F ∩ ∂H, then for any z ∈ B F (X)
The definition above have been set up so that for any Markov random field µ with X = supp(µ), the conditional probabilities on B F (X) obtained by conditioning on ∂F is indeed a Markov specification. Conversely, given any Markov specification Θ on X there exists a Markov random field µ on X compatible with Θ in the sense that
. Furthermore, for a specification Θ which is shift-invariant, it follows from amenability of Z d that there exists a shift-invariant Markov random field µ compatible with Θ. However, in general it is possible that for a given specification Θ the support of any µ satisfying the above is contained in a strict subset of X, in which case there exist certain finite F ⊂ V and configurations y ∈ B ∂F (X) for which the conditional probabilities µ([x] F | [y] ∂F ) are meaningless. We will provide such examples in Section 6. In such a case, according to our definition, the specification of µ would be the restriction of Θ to the support of µ.
It will be convenient for our purposes to re-parameterize the set of Markov specifications on a given topological Markov field X. For this purpose we use the formalism of ∆ X -cocycles. To this well-known formalism we introduce an ad-hoc definition of a Markov cocycle, which we now explain. As in [21] , a (real-valued) ∆ X -cocycle is a function M : ∆ X −→ R satisfying
We call M a Markov cocycle if it is a ∆ X -cocycle and satisfies: For any (x, y) ∈ ∆ X , M (x, y) depends 6 only upon the sites on which x and y differ and its boundary i.e. if F is the set of sites on which x and y differ then
There is a clear bijection between Markov cocycles and Markov specifications on X: If Θ is a Markov specification on X, the corresponding Markov cocycle is given by
where (x, y) ∈ ∆ X and F ⊂ Z d finite such that x n = y n for n ∈ F c . Conversely, given a Markov cocycle M on X, the corresponding specification Θ is given by
where F ⊂ Z d is a finite set, a ∈ B ∂F (X), y, z ∈ B F (x) are such that a ∨ x, a ∨ z ∈ B F ∪∂F (X) and x ∈ B F c (X) with x | ∂F = a. The normalizing constant Z M,F,a is given by:
Note that the expression for the specification is well defined since X is a topological Markov field.
This bijection clearly maps shift-invariant specifications to shift-invariant Markov-cocycles. Thus, a shift-invariant Borel probability measure µ is a shift-invariant Markov random field if and only if X = supp(µ) is a topological Markov field and there exists a shift-invariant Markov cocycle M on X such that for all (x, y)
for any Λ ⊃ F ∪ ∂F where F is the set of sites on which x, y differ. In the above situation the function ρ : ∆ X → R + given by ρ(x, y) = e M (x,y) is the ∆ X -Radon-Nikodym cocycle of µ as in [18] . ρ is a clearly a cocycle taking values in the multiplicative group R + .
Given a topological Markov field X, the Gibbs cocycle corresponding to a nearest neighbor interaction φ is the ∆ X -cocycle given by:
Note that M is well defined since there are only finitely many non-zero terms in the sum whenever (x, y) ∈ ∆ X . Evidently, any M of this kind is a Markov cocycle. Our point of interest is the converse. Note that a Borel probability measure µ is a Gibbs state with nearest neighbor interaction if and only if its ∆ X -Radon-Nikodym cocycle is e M for the Gibbs cocycle M on X = supp(µ).
Let X be a topological Markov field. We shall denote by M X the set of all Markov cocycles and by G X the set of all nearest neighbor Gibbs cocycles. In case X is also a subshift, we denote by M σ X the set of shift-invariant Markov cocycles and by G σ X the set of Gibbs cocycles corresponding to a shift-invariant nearest neighbor interaction.
The set M X of Markov cocycles naturally carries a vector space structure since given
It can be seen that G X is a subspace of M X . Since shift-invariant nearest neighbor interactions constitute a finite-dimensional vector space G σ X ⊂ M X has finite dimension. We would like to note here that for finite graphs the condition under which a given Markov cocycle is Gibbs is very similar to the 'balanced' conditions mentioned in [16] .
3.1. The "safe symbol property" and the Hammersley-Clifford Theorem. A subshift X on alphabet A is said to have a safe symbol if there exists an element ∈ A such that for all x ∈ X and A ⊂ Z d , y ∈ A Z d given by
is also an element of X.
A formulation of the Hammersley-Clifford Theorem states:
Theorem. (Hammersley-Clifford, weak version [13] ) Let X be a topological Markov field with a safe symbol. Then:
(1) Any Markov random field with supp(µ) = X is a Gibbs state for a nearest neighbor interaction. (2) Any shift-invariant Markov random field on X is a Gibbs state for a shift-invariant, nearest neighbor interaction.
The second statement in the theorem above is not a part of the original formulation, but does follow since there is an explicit algorithm to produce a nearest neighbor interaction which is invariant under any graph automorphism for which the original Markov random field was invariant [5] . See also [1] , [23] , [24] . It is in general false that a shift-invariant Markov random field whose (shift-invariant) specification is compatible with some nearest neighbor interaction must also be compatible with some shift-invariant nearest neighbor interaction (see corollary 5.6 below). In particular, for a general topological Markov field X we have G (1) Any Markov cocycle on X is a Gibbs cocycle given by a nearest neighbor interaction. In our notation this is expressed by: M X = G X (2) Any shift-invariant Markov cocycle on X is a Gibbs cocycle given by a shift-invariant nearest neighbor interaction. In our notation this is expressed by:
It is easily verified that any topological Markov field X which satisfies one of the conclusions of the "strong version" immediately satisfies the corresponding conclusion of the "weak version". We will demonstrate in the following section that the converse implication is false in general.
For X with a safe symbol, the "strong" and "weak" versions are easily equivalent because of the following simple claim: Proposition 3.2. Let the X ⊂ A Z d be a topological Markov field with a safe symbol. Then any Markov random field µ adapted to X has supp(µ) = X.
Proof. Let µ be a Markov random field adapted to X. We need to show that for any finite
The configurationb ∨ c is admissible in X, because is a safe-symbol. Again, by the safe symbol property it follows thatã ∈ BF (X) where: a n = a n n ∈ F n ∈ ∂F.
Since X is a topological Markov field,ã ∨ c ∈ BF ∪∂F (X). Since µ is an adapted Markov random field it follows that µ(
Remark: Proposition 3.2 is a particular instance of the more general fact that any ∆ Xnonsingular measure µ satisfies supp(µ) = X, whenever ∆ X is a topologically minimal. The latter condition means the ∆ X equivalence class of any x ∈ X is dense in X.
Remark: When the underlying graph is Z d , any shift-invariant topological Markov field X with a safe symbol is actually a nearest-neighbor shift of finite type. This follows using arguments similar to those appearing in the proof of proposition 3.2.
3.2. The Pivot Property. We shall now consider a weaker property than that of having a safe symbol. Let X be a topological Markov field. If x, y ∈ X only differ at a single n ∈ Z d , then the pair (x, y) will be called a pivot move in X. A subshift X is said to have the pivot property if for all (x, y) ∈ ∆ X such that x = y there exists a finite sequence of points
) is a pivot move. In this case we say x (1) = x, x (2) , . . . , x (k) = y is a chain of pivots from x to y. Sometimes in the literature the pivot property is called "local move connectedness". This condition is the same as (3) in Theorem 4.1 of [3] . Here are some examples of subshifts which have the pivot property:
(1) Any subshift with a trivial homoclinic relation.
(2) Any subshift with a safe symbol. 
. . , x (k) = y be a chain of pivots from x to y. Then
. Therefore the dimension of the space of shift-invariant Markov cocycles is bounded by |B {(0,0)}∪∂{(0,0)} | 2 .
Remark: More generally, the same proof shows that dim(M X ) < ∞ whenever there are a finite number of maps f 1 , . . . , f k : X → X and a finite F ⊂ Z d so that (f i (x)) n = x n whenever n ∈ F and ∆ x is the orbit relation generated by
This corresponds to subshifts with the "generalized pivot property" or "local move connectedness": A generalized pivot move from x ∈ X to y ∈ X is defined when x and y differ only in a fixed finite set F ⊂ Z d . "Domino tiles" are an interesting and well known and interesting example for a subshift with the generalized pivot property [10] .
Z r -homomorphisms, 3-colored chessboards and height functions
Recall that a graph-homomorphism from the graph
For the purposes of this paper, a height function on Z d is graph homomorphism from the standard Cayley graph of Z d to the standard Cayley graph of Z. Equivalently, a height function is a functionx ∈ Z Z d such that for any two adjacent sites m,
r , where r, d ∈ N, and r > 1: Denote by Z r = Z/rZ ∼ = {0, . . . , r − 1} the finite cyclic group of residues modulo r. Let φ r :
is defined by:
For r = 2 it is easily verified that X 
is a nearest neighbor shift of finite type given by
Proof. When r = 2, by our previous remark X
= {x odd , x even }, and the claim of the proposition is easily verified. Thus, from now assume r ∈ N \ {1, 2, 4}. Temporarily, let us denote
The claim we need to establish is that Y
It remains to be shown that the map φ r :
is surjective: Fix some enumeration Z d = {n 1 , n 2 , . . .}, so that n i is adjacent to some n j for j < i. A "breadth-first search" of the Cayley graph of Z d is one way to obtain such an enumeration. Given x ∈ X (d) r , setx n 1 = x n 1 , and recursively definex n i+1 =x n i + [x n i+1 − x n i ], where
To see that |x n −x m | = 1 whenever n−m = 1, it is sufficient to prove that the resultingx is independent of the choice of enumeration n 1 , n 2 , . . . provided it starts with n 1 . Equivalently, we need to show that whenever
We can further reduce this to proving the above for T = 4, since cycles of length 4 are a basis for all cycles in the Cayley graph of Z d (equivalently, for any two paths p and q in the Cayley graph of Z d with common start and end points there is a "discrete homotopy" from one to the other). Thus, the proof reduces to the claim that for all x ∈ X (d) r and any i, j ∈ {1, . . . , d} :
where addition and the equality is in Z. This equality clearly holds modulo r. Also, the 2 summands in each side are both in {±1}. Since r ∈ N\{1, 2, 4}, whenever A, B, C, D ∈ {±1} and A + B = C + D mod r, it follows that A + B = C + D as integers. Thus, the claim holds.
In the particular case r = 3 ,
is a presentation of a shift of finite type known as
is the set of {0, 1, 2}-colorings of Z d in which neighboring sites have distinct color. For simplicity, in the upcoming sections the reader can restrict to the case r = 3 and
The essential part of this proof, in a slight reformulation amounts to proving that a certain shift-cocycle over X (d) r is well defined, as in [20, 22] . Similar methods will be employed to realize the basis of the space of shift-invariant Markov cocycles on the spaces X
We remark that in the exceptional case r = 4, the same arguments show that X
is still a shift of finite type, although not nearest neighbor, and we have:
for all i and j}. 
Proof. As in the proof of proposition 4.1, fix some enumeration Z d = {n 1 , n 2 , . . .}, so that n i is adjacent to some n j for j < i.
The proof that any two pre-images differ by a constant integer multiple of r can be carried out by a simple induction: Induct on k ∈ N to show that if φ r (x) = φ r (ŷ) then
In the following, to avoid cumbersome superscripts, we will fix some dimension d ≥ 2, and denote
r := X r . By following the arguments in the proof of lemma 4.2 it follows that ifx,ŷ ∈ Ht such that x n 0 =ŷ n 0 for some n 0 ∈ Z d . Thenx =ŷ on the connected component of
Corollary 4.3. For any (x, y) ∈ ∆ Xr , there exist (x,ŷ) ∈ ∆ Ht so that φ r (x) = x and φ r (ŷ) = y. The differencesx n −ŷ n are an integer multiple of r independent of the chosen (x,ŷ) ∈ ∆ Ht for all n ∈ Z d where x n = y n . Also, for all n ∈ N, (x n −ŷ n ) ∈ 2Z. In particular if for x, y ∈ X r , x = y at all sites except some given site n 0 ∈ Z d , then there existsx,ŷ ∈ Ht such that φ r (x) = x, φ r (ŷ) = y and
It is a known and useful fact that the 3-colored chessboard has the pivot property. This can be shown, for instance, using height functions. Essentially the same argument shows that X r has the pivot property. We include a proof below, both for completeness and because similar arguments appear in the proofs of certain claims in the subsequent sections: Proposition 4.4. For any d ≥ 2 and r ∈ N the subshift X r has the pivot property. In other words, given any (x, y) ∈ ∆ Xr there exist points
Proof. By corollary 4.3, given (x, y) ∈ ∆ Xr choose homoclinic height functions (x,ŷ) ∈ ∆ Ht with φ r (x) = x and φ r (ŷ) = y. We will proceed by induction on D = n∈Z d |x n −ŷ n |. Note that by corollary 4.3 this is well defined, that is, the differences (x n −ŷ n ) in the sum do not depend on the choice of (x,ŷ). When D = 0, then x = y and the claim is trivial. Now, suppose D > 0. Let
is the finite set of sites wherex is strictly aboveŷ and F − ⊂ Z d is the finite set of sites whereŷ is strictly abovex. Without loss of generality assume that F + is non-empty. Since (x n −ŷ n ) ∈ 2Z, for all n ∈ F + ,x n −ŷ n ≥ 2. Let n 0 ∈ F + be the site such thatx n 0 = max{x n : n ∈ F + }. It follows thatx n 0 −x m = 1 for all m neighboring n 0 . We can thus defineẑ ∈ Ht which is equal tox everywhere except at n 0 , whereẑ n 0 =x n 0 − 2. Now set z
(1) = φ r (ẑ) and apply the induction hypothesis on (z (1) , y).
Markov cocycles on X r
Our goal in the current section is to describe the space of shift-invariant Markov cocycles on X r , when r ∈ N \ {1, 2}, and the sub-space of Gibbs-cocycles for shift-invariant nearest neighbor interactions.
Lemma 5.1. Let F be a finite set F ⊂ Z d and x, y, z, w ∈ X r such that for all n ∈ F c , x n = y n and z n = w n and for all n ∈ F ∪ ∂F, x n = z n and y n = w n . Let (x,ŷ) ∈ ∆ Ht and (ẑ,ŵ) ∈ ∆ Ht be homoclinic pairs of height functions projecting via φ r to (x, y) ∈ ∆ Xr and (z, w) ∈ ∆ Xr respectively. Thenx n −ŷ n =ẑ n −ŵ n for all n ∈ Z d .
Proof. Let F 0 ⊂ Z d denote the infinite connected component of F c . For n ∈ F 0 , we clearly havex n −ŷ n =ẑ n −ŵ n = 0. We can now prove the required by induction on the distance
If either n ∈ F or m ∈ F , then both m and n are in F ∪ ∂F and sox n −x m =ẑ n −ẑ m andŷ n −ŷ m =ŵ n −ŵ m , which impliesx n −x m =ẑ n −ẑ m andŷ n −ŷ m =ŵ n −ŵ m . Subtracting the equations and applying the induction hypothesis, we conclude in this case thatx n −ŷ n =ẑ n −ŵ n .
Otherwise, n, m ∈ F c and sox n −x m =ŷ n −ŷ m andẑ n −ẑ m =ŵ n −ŵ m , and again we conclude thatx n −ŷ n =ẑ n −ŵ n .
For i ∈ Z r and integers a, b with a − b ∈ 2Z, let
Here N i is the "net" number of crossings from (i + rZ) to (i + 2 + rZ) in a path going from a to b in steps of magnitude 2. Note that
for all a, b, n ∈ Z and
for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , r − 1} and a, b, c ∈ Z such that a − b ∈ rZ ∩ 2Z . where the cocycle M i is given by
with (x,ŷ) ∈ ∆ Ht height functions projecting to (x, y) via φ r . In particular, dim M σ Xr = r.
Proof. By Corollary 4.3 the function M i 's are independent of the choice of corresponding height functions and hence are well defined. We will first show that for i = 0, . . . , r − 1,
It remains to show that M i satisfies the Markov property. This is equivalent to showing that M i (x, y) = M i (z, w) whenever x, y, z, w ∈ X r satisfy the assumption in lemma 5.1. In this case by lemma 5.1,x n −ŷ n =ẑ n −ŵ n for all n ∈ Z d . Also note that for any n ∈ Z d , either x n = z n and y n = w n in which casex n −ẑ n =ŷ n −ŵ n ∈ rZ or x n = y n and z n = w n , in which casex n −ŷ n =ẑ n −ŵ n ∈ rZ ∩ 2Z. By equations 5.1 and 5.2 in either case N i (x n ,ŷ n ) = N i (ẑ n ,ŵ n ) and summing over all n's, indeed M i (x, y) = M i (z, w) as required.
To complete the proof we need to show that any shift-invariant Markov cocycle on X r can be uniquely written as a linear combination of M 0 , . . . , M r−1 . For i ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1} let (x (i) , y (i) ) ∈ ∆ Xr be homoclinic points such that x
By shift-invariance of M and the M i 's it is further enough to show this for (x, y) which differ only at the origin. In this case, it follows since (x, y) coincide with (x (i) , y (i) ) on the sites {0} ∪ ∂{0} for some i, and since M and the M i 's are Markov cocycles we have
Remark: Without the assumption of shift-invariance, a similar argument shows that any Markov cocycles on X r is of the following form:
We now describe the space G σ Xr of Gibbs-cocycles corresponding to shift-invariant nearest neighbor interactions for X r . Proof. Let M be a Gibbs cocycle given by a shift-invariant nearest neighbor interaction φ. Choose (x (i) , y (i) ) ∈ ∆ Xr as in the proof of proposition 5.2. Expanding the Gibbs cocycle by definition we have:
Now summing these equations over i we get:
Conversely, for any values Thus, the conclusion of the second part of the strong version of the Hammersley-Clifford theorem, regarding shift-invariant Markov cocycles fails for X r . Our next proposition asserts that the conclusion of the first part of the strong version of the Hammersley-Clifford theorem still holds for X r . This immediately implies the conclusion of the first part of the weak version of the Hammersley-Clifford theorem of X r .
Let M : ∆ Xr → R be a Markov cocycle. There exists a nearest neighbor interaction φ, which is not necessarily shift-invariant, so that M is given by the interaction φ.
Proof. Given M ∈ M Xr , we will define a compatible nearest neighbor interaction V . For n = (n 1 . . . , n d ) ∈ Z d , and 1 ≤ j ≤ d, let φ n,j (a, b) denote the weight the interaction φ assigns the configuration (a, b) on the edge (n, n + e j ). Set φ n,j (a, b) = 0 whenever j ∈ {2, . . . , d}.
where as in the proof of proposition 5.2, (x (i) , y i ) ∈ ∆ Xr are such that x
. This is well defined by induction on |n 1 |. By direct computation it follows that
φ n,j (x n , x n+e j ) − φ n,j (y n , y n+e j ) whenever x and y differ only in a single site. Note that the expressions in both sides of (5.5) are ∆ Xr -cocycles. Thus by the pivot property of X r (proposition 4.4) the equality in (5.5) holds for any (x, y) ∈ ∆ Xr .
Combining the above results we obtain:
Corollary 5.6. There exists a shift-invariant Markov cocycles on X r which is given by a nearest interaction but not by a shift-invariant nearest neighbor interaction. That is,
Markov random fields on X r are Gibbs
Our main goal is to prove the following result: Theorem 6.1. Any shift-invariant Markov random field adapted to X r is a Gibbs state for some shift-invariant nearest neighbor interaction. In particular any shift-invariant Markov random field such that its support is X r is a Gibbs state for some shift-invariant nearest neighbor interaction.
Theorem 6.1 implies that the conclusion of the second part of the weak version of Hammersley-Clifford theorem holds for X r , although the argument is very different from the safe-symbol case.
For a subshift X, a point x ∈ X will be called frozen if its homoclinic class is singleton. This notion coincides with the notion of frozen coloring in [3] . By proposition 4.4, X r has the pivot property so x ∈ X r is frozen if and only if for every n ∈ Z d , x j = x k for some j, k ∈ ∂{n},that is, any site is adjacent to at least two sites with distinct symbols. A subshift X will be called frozen if it consists of frozen points, equivalently ∆ X is the diagonal. A measure on X will be called frozen if its support consists of frozen points. Note that the collection of frozen points of a given topological Markov field X are themselves a topological Markov field.
We derive theorem 6.1 as an immediate corollary of the following proposition:
Proposition 6.2. Let µ be a shift-invariant Markov random field adapted to X r with RandonNikodym cocycle equal to the restriction e M on its support where M ∈ M σ Xr \G σ Xr is a Markov cocycle which is not given by a shift-invariant nearest neighbor interaction. Then µ is frozen.
Note that any frozen probability measure is Gibbs with a nearest neighbor interaction because the homoclinic relation of the support of the measure is trivial. The intuition behind the proof of this proposition is the following. For a Markov cocycle M = r i α i M i the condition r i=1 α i > 0 indicates an inclination to raise the height function. However σ-invariance implies the existence of a well defined "slope" for the height function in any direction. Unless this slope is extremal (equivalently, maximal in some direction), this leads to a contradiction.
In preparation for the proof, we set up some auxiliary results. 6.1. Real valued cocycles for measure-preserving Z d -actions. We momentarily pause our discussion about Markov random fields on X r to discuss cocycles for measure-preserving Z d actions. Let (X, F, µ, T ) be an ergodic measure-preserving Z d action. A measurable function c : X × Z d → R is called a T -cocycle if it satisfies the following equation µ-almost everywhere:
c(x, n + m) = c(x, n) + c(T n x, m).
The relevance to our context is as follows: taking T = σ to be the shift action, the function c :
c(x, n) =x n −x 0 wherex ∈ Ht and φ(x) = x, satisfies equation (6.1), that is, the difference of heights between various sites gives us a Z d −cocycle. We will use the following lemma:
Lemma 6.3. Let (X, F, µ, T ) be an ergodic measure-preserving Z d action and c :
The convergence holds almost everywhere with respect to µ and also in L 1 (µ).
Proof. By the cocycle equation (6.1) we have:
The existence of almost everywhere and L 1 limitf (x) := lim k→∞ c(x,k·n) k follows from the pointwise and L 1 ergodic theorems. It remains to show that the limit is constant. We do this by showing that the limit is T -invariant: For any m ∈ Z d we have:
Thus,
Remark: In the specific case that T is totally ergodic, meaning that the individual action of each T n is ergodic for any n ∈ Z d \ {0}, the lemma above is completely obvious since c(x,k·n) k
, which is an ergodic average. Corollary 6.4. Let µ be an ergodic measure on X r , and n = (n 1 , . . . ,
Ht satisfies φ r (x) = x and v j = µ({x ∈ X r : x e j − x 0 = 1 mod r}) − µ({x ∈ X r : x e j − x 0 = −1 mod r}) for j = 1, . . . , d.
Maximal height functions.
Forx ∈ Ht and a finite F ⊂ Z d , let
Note that if φ r (x) = x then Htx ,F is in bijection with {y ∈ X r | y n = x n if n ∈ F } via the map φ r . Consider the partial ordering on Htx ,F given byŷ ≥ẑ ifŷ n ≥ẑ n for all n ∈ Z d .
Lemma 6.5. Letx ∈ Ht and N ∈ N be given. Then (Htx ,F , ≥) has a maximum. If the maximum is attained by the height functionŷ then for all n ∈ F :
Proof. Given height functionsŷ,ẑ ∈ Ht(x, F ), note that the functionŵ defined bŷ
is an element of Htx ,F . To see whyŵ is a valid height function consider adjacent sites i and j ∈ Z d . Then either
In either case |ŵ i −ŵ j | = 1. This proves thatŵ is a valid height function. Alsoŵ i = max(ŷ i ,ẑ i ) =x i for all i ∈ F c . Henceŵ ∈ Ht x,F . Since Ht x,F is finite, it has a maximum. Suppose the maximum is attained by a height functionŷ. Let i ∈ F , k ∈ ∂F and (i 1 = i), i 2 , i 3 , . . . , i p , (i p+1 = k) be a shortest path between i and k. Then
For proving the reverse inequality, note that ifŷ has a local minimum at some n ∈ F then the height at n can be increased. Sinceŷ is the maximum height function, for each n ∈ F at least one of the adjacent sites m satisfyŷ n −ŷ m = 1. Iterating this argument, for any i ∈ F , we can choose a path j 1 , j 2 , j 3 , . . . , j p+1 , with j 1 = i, j 2 , . . . , j p ∈ F , j p+1 ∈ ∂F along whicĥ y is increasing:ŷ jt −ŷ j t+1 = 1 for all t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}. Then
Combining with the inequality 6.2, we get
Consider a shift-invariant Markov cocycle M ∈ M σ Xr . Recall that by corollary 5.4 there exists α ∈ R and a Gibbs cocycle M 0 ∈ G σ X R compatible with a shift-invariant nearest neighbor interaction such a that M = M 0 + αM . The following lemma is based on the idea that in the "non-Gibbsian" case α = 0, wheneverŷ is much bigger thanx, M (x, y) is roughly α times the volume of d + 1-dimensional shape bounded betweenŷ andx.
As before, for
centered at the origin. 
where as usual (x,ŷ) ∈ ∆ Ht are height functions corresponding to (x, y).
Proof. Let M = M 0 + αM be as given in the lemma. We will first show that there exist a suitable constant c 1 > 0 so thatM (x, y) ≥ c 1 (x 0 −ŷ 0 ) d+1 for any (x, y) ∈ ∆ Xr which satisfŷ x ≤ŷ andŷ 0 −x 0 > 0:
Sinceŷ i −x i ≥ 0, we have:
, observe that the sum on the right hand side is roughly the volume of d + 1 dimensional "cone" of height K and base D K . Thus, the sum is proportional (within constants depending only on d) to K d+1 . To make this precise, we use the naive estimates
This establishes the constant c 1 > 0 so thatM (x, y) ≥ c 1 α(x 0 −ŷ 0 ) d+1 (technically, the case K = 1 requires separate consideration, but this is easily handled by reducing the constant c 1 ).
We now show that for any Gibbs cocycle M 0 corresponding to a shift-invariant interaction φ there exists a suitable constant c 2 > 0 so that
where φ : B(X r ) → R is a translation invariant nearest neighbor interaction corresponding to M 0 , and the sum is over all cliques C (edges and vertices) in
Putting everything together, we conclude that
as required.
For the same hypothesis except if α < 0, we get,
for the same constants c 1 , c 2 > 0.
Lemma 6.7. Let µ be a shift-invariant measure on X r and n ∈ Z d such that n = 1. If
Proof. If µ({x ∈ X r : x 0 − x n = 1 mod r}) = 1, then µ-almost surely x m−n = x m + 1 mod r and x m+n = x m − 1 for all m ∈ Z d , so µ-almost surely x is frozen.
In the course of our proof, it will be convenient to restrict to ergodic shift-invariant Markov random fields. The following claim justifies this: Theorem 6.8. Any shift-invariant Markov random field µ with specification Θ is in the closure of the convex hull of the ergodic shift-invariant Markov random fields with specification Θ.
Proof. See Theorem 14.14 in [11] .
We now proceed to complete the proof of proposition 6.2.
Proof. Since a convex combination of frozen measures is frozen, by theorem 6.8 it suffices to prove that any ergodic Markov random field µ adapted to X r with its Radon-Nikodym cocycle equal to e M on its support where M = M 0 + αM (as in corollary 5.4) and α = 0 is frozen.
Choose any µ satisfying the above assumptions, assuming without loss of generality that α > 0. Let v j = µ({x ∈ X r : x 0 − x e j = 1 mod r}) − µ({x ∈ X r : x 0 − x e j = −1 mod r}) for j = 1, . . . , d. If |v j | = 1 for some 1 ≤ j ≤ d, it follows from lemma 6.7 that µ is frozen. We can thus assume that |v j | < 1 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ d. Choose > 0 satisfying <
, and choose points t (1) , . . . , t (M ) ∈ ∂B which are -dense in ∂B with respect to the norm · 1 . By this we mean that for any t ∈ ∂B there is some l ∈ {1, . . . , M } so that t − t (l) ≤ . For k ∈ N, let
where
It follows from corollary 6.4 that for sufficiently large k, µ(A k ) > 1 − . It follows in particular that there exists
for any y ∈ A k ∩ [x] ∂D k and n ∈ ∂D k . Chooseẑ which is maximal in Ht(x, D k ), and let z = φ r (ẑ). It follows from lemma 6.5 that for some n ∈ ∂D k , (6.4)ẑ 0 −x n = n 1 .
Equations (6.3) and (6.4) together imply thatẑ
the last inequality holding for some c 3 > 0, when k is sufficiently large. It follows that
7. Non frozen adapted shift-invariant Markov random fields on X r are fully-supported We have concluded that any shift-invariant Markov random fields which is adapted with respect to X r is a Gibbs measure for some shift-invariant nearest neighbor interaction. Our next goal is to show that any such measure must be fully-supported on X r . For somewhat related results with similar argument, see section 4.3 of [20] . Proposition 7.1. Let r ≥ 3 be an odd integer, and let µ be a shift-invariant Markov random field adapted with respect to X r . Then either supp(µ) = X r or µ is frozen.
Roughly speaking we shall show that for non-frozen shift-invariant Markov random fields the height function corresponding to a typical point is "not very steep". Given a height function that is "not very steep", there is enough flexibility to "deform" the height function while keeping it fixed outside some large ball, in such a way that the restriction of the "deformed" height function in a fixed finite set projects to any word in the language of X r . For an adapted Markov random field, the "deformed height function" corresponds to a point in the support as well, which will be the key to proving the required result.
We first set up some technical details. For x ∈ X r and a finite set A ⊂ Z d denote:
wherex ∈ Ht is a height function associated with x by φ(x) = x.
Lemma 7.2. ("Extremal values of height obtained on the boundary") Let F ⊂ Z d , and suppose x ∈ X r such that Range ∂F (x) > 2. Then there exists y ∈ X r such that y = x on F c and Range
Proof. Fix a height functionx such that φ(x) = x. Denote T := max{x n : n ∈ ∂F }, B := min{x n : n ∈ ∂F }. Let k denote the sum of the absolute value for the deviations x F from the interval (B, T ). That is
We prove the claim by induction on this number k. If k = 0 then y = x already satisfies the conclusion of this lemma because = Range ∂F (x) − 2. Now suppose k > 0, and let n ∈ F be a point wherex obtains an extremal value for F ∪ ∂F . Without loss of generality suppose,
Since all neighbors of n are in F ∪ ∂F , it follows thatx m =x n − 1 for all m adjacent to n. Therefore the functionŷ ∈ Z Z d given bŷ
is a valid height function. Hence we have lowered the height function at site n. Since Range ∂F (x) > 2, it follows thatŷ n is neither a minimum or a maximum forŷ in F ∪ ∂F . Thus, we can apply the induction hypothesis on y = ρ(ŷ) and conclude the proof.
Lemma 7.3. ("Flat extension of an admissible pattern") Suppose x ∈ X r and N ∈ N. Then there exists y ∈ X r such that y = x on D N +1 and
Proof. We will prove the following statement by induction on M ∈ N: For any N ∈ N and any height function onx on D N +1+M with Range ∂D Nx = 2M there exist a height functionŷ on D N +1+M such thatŷ =x on D N +1 and for any 1 ≤ k ≤ M and Range ∂D N +k (y) = 2M −2k.
Observe that the height functionŷ satisfies in particular Range ∂D N +M (y) = 0. Thus, the outermost boundary ofŷ is flat and it can be extended to a height function on Z d , so the lemma will follow immediately once we prove the statement above for all M ∈ N.
For basis case of the induction, there is nothing to prove. Assume the result for some M ∈ N. Letx ∈ X r be a height functionŷ on D N +1+(M +1) such that Range ∂D Nx = 2(M +1). DenoteÑ := N + 1 + (M + 1) = N + M + 2. Let n ∈ DÑ \ D N +1 be a site wherex obtains an extremal value for DÑ \ D N . If there is no such site then
proving the induction step for that case. Without the loss of generality we can assume that it is a maximum, that is,x
Then the functionŷ given byŷ
is a valid height function on DÑ . Hence we have lowered the height function at the site n ofx. Repeating the steps for sites with extremal height (formally, this is another internal induction), a height functionẑ can be obtained on DÑ such thatẑ =x on D N +1 and
SinceÑ = (N + 1) + 1 + M , we can apply the induction hypothesis toẑ, substituting N + 1 for N . Thus, we can now obtain a height functionŷ on DÑ such thatŷ =x on D N +1 and
. This completes the proof of the statement.
Lemma 7.4. ("Patching an arbitrary finite configuration inside a non-steep point") Let r ≥ 3 be some integer and N, k ∈ N. Choose y ∈ X r which satisfies Range ∂D 2N +2r+k+1 y ≤ 2k , and any x ∈ X r . Then:
(1) If either r is odd or x n − y n is even for all n ∈ Z d , then there exists z ∈ X r such that
(2) Otherwise r is even and x n − y n is odd for all n ∈ Z d , then there exists z ∈ X r such that
The idea of this proof lies in the use of lemmata 7.2 and 7.3. Given any configuration on D N we can extend it to a configuration on D 2N with flat boundary which than can be extended to y a little further away provided the range of the height function is not too large. A slightly different treatment is required for when r is even and when it is odd because the parity does not change according to the graph distance in the odd case.
Proof. By applying lemma 7.2 k times we conclude that there exists y
(1) ∈ X r such that
Equivalently, there exists a ∈ Z r so that y
(1) n = a for all n ∈ ∂D 2N +2r+1 . By lemma 7.3 choose x
(1) ∈ X r such that x (1) = x on D N and
Equivalently, there exists b ∈ Z r so that x
(1) n = b for all n ∈ ∂D 2N −1 . If we are in case (1), either r is even and b ≡ a mod 2 or r is odd. Either way, there is some integer k ∈ [0, . . . r−1] such that a+k ≡ b−k mod r. Thus, we can find y (2) , x (2) ∈ X r , so that y (2) agrees with
, and so that both x (2) and y (2) have a common constant value a + k = b + (r − k) mod r on ∂D 2N +r−k . Thus, we get the required z ∈ X r by setting
To prove case (2) we follow the same procedure, substituting x by σ e 1 x.
We can now conclude the proof of proposition 7.1:
Proof. As in the proof of proposition 6.2, let µ be a shift-invariant Markov random field and v j = µ({x ∈ X r : x 0 − x e j = 1 mod r}) − µ({x ∈ X r : x 0 − x e j = −1 mod r}) for j = 1, . . . , d. Assume that supp(µ) is not frozen. Then by lemma 6.7, |v j | < 1 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ d. Again, choose > 0 satisfying < Next we demonstrate the existence of a fully-supported shift-invariant Gibbs measure for shift invariant nearest neighbor interactions on X r . By proposition 7.1, this is equivalent to the existence of a non-frozen Gibbs measure. We will obtain these by showing that equilibrium measures for certain interactions are non-frozen. To state and prove this result, we need to introduce the notion of (measure-theoretic) pressure and equilibrium measures and apply a theorem of Lanford and Ruelle relating equilibrium measures and Gibbs measures. Our presentation is far from comprehensive, and is aimed to bring only definitions necessary for our current results. We refer readers seeking background on pressure and equilibrium measures to the many existing textbooks on the subject, for instance [19, 25] .
Let µ be a shift-invariant probability measure on a shift of finite type X. The measure theoretic entropy can be defined by
µ is the Shannon-entropy of µ with respect to the partition of X generated by D i , the definition of which is given by:
with the understanding that 0 log 0 = 0.
Given a continuous function f : X → R, the measure-theoretic pressure of f with respect to µ is given by
A shift-invariant probability measure µ is an equilibrium state for f if the maximum of ν → P ν (f ) over all shift-invariant probability measures is obtained at µ. The existence of an equilibrium state for any continuous f follows from upper-semi-continuity of the function ν → P ν (f ) with respect to the weak- * topology.
Let φ be a nearest neighbor interaction on X. Define a function f φ : X −→ R by
The following is a restricted case of a classical theorem by Lanford and Ruelle:
Theorem. (Lanford-Ruelle theorem [14] ) Let X be a Z d -shift of finite type and φ a shift-invariant nearest neighbor interaction. Then any equilibrium state µ for the f φ is a Gibbs state for the given interaction φ.
The topological entropy of a Z d -subshift X can be defined by
We recall that the well known variational principle for topological entropy of Z d -actions, which (in particular) asserts that h(X) = sup ν h ν whenever X be a Z d -shift space and the supremum is over all probability measures on X.
Lemma 8.1. Let M be a Gibbs cocycle on X r with a shift-invariant nearest neighbor interaction. Then there exists a shift-invariant nearest neighbor interaction φ such that M = M φ and any equilibrium measure for f φ is non-frozen.
Proof. Let (x (i) , y (i) ) ∈ ∆ Xr be as in the proof of proposition 5.2. If M ∈ G Xr then there exists a shift-invariant nearest neighbor interaction φ so that
Furthermore, we can choose an interaction φ to be such that
For such an interaction we have
Let a = max 1≤i≤r a i attained by a i 0 . It follows that for any shift-invariant probability measure
For a frozen measure µ it follows that for some j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}, µ
Thus if a i < a for some 0 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, it follows that for any frozen measure µ,
where the supremum is attained by the measure supported on the orbit of the point periodic point x ∈ X r given by x n = i 0 n 1 odd i 0 + 1 n 1 even It is easily verified that if µ is frozen then h µ = 0. Thus in this case, for any frozen probability measure µ
and in particular any frozen measure µ can not be an equilibrium measure for f V .
The remaining case is when a i = a for all i, in which case f φ (x) = d·a is constant. Thus, by the variational principle sup ν P ν (f ) = d·a+sup ν h ν = d·a+h(X r ). Since h(X r ) > 0, it follows that the strict inequality P µ (f φ ) < sup ν P ν (f φ ) holds also in this case for any frozen measure µ. Thus we have the result that for a given Gibbs cocycle with a shift-invariant nearest neighbor interaction there exists an interaction for that cocycle such that the corresponding equilibrium state is not frozen. By proposition 7.1 the proof is complete. Corollary 8.2. For any shift-invariant Gibbs cocycle M on X r there exists a shift-invariant nearest neighbor interaction φ on X r with M = M φ , and a corresponding shift-invariant Gibbs state ν with supp(ν) = X r .
Proof. By lemma 8.1, there exists a nearest neighbor interaction V on X r with M = M φ and an equilibrium measure µ for f φ which is non-frozen. By the Lanford-Ruelle theorem such µ is a Gibbs state for φ.
"Strongly" non-Gibbsian shift-invariant Markov random fields
In this section we demonstrate the existence of shift-invariant Markov random fields for whose specification is not given by any shift-invariant finite range interaction. Our example proves that in general, in contrast to shift-invariant finite range interactions, the specification of a Markov random field cannot be "given by a finite number of parameters".
Let A be the alphabet consisting of the following 18 tiles, shown in the figure below: There is a blank tile, a "seed" tile (marked in the figure with "0"), 8 "interior arrow tiles", 4 of which correspond to the cardinal directions and 4 corresponding to "corner directions" and 8 additional "border arrow tiles" (marked in the figure with and extra mark "B"). All tiles other than the blank tile will be called square tiles and the tiles with arrows will be called arrow tiles. The arrow tiles with 'B' will be called border tiles and those without 'B' will be called interior tiles. Configurations of an (2n + 1) × (2n + 1) square whose inner boundary consists of border tiles as shown in the figure below will be called an n-square: ,that is configurations surrounded by border tiles will be referred to as squares. The idea is to have the interior tiles form squares with a seed tile in the center and border tiles on the interior tile on its right and the blank tile on its left. Clearly X has positive entropy. Denote by B n ⊂ Z 2 the set {(i, j) ∈ Z 2 | |i|, |j| ≤ n} .
Proposition 9.1. Let µ be any measure of maximal entropy for X. Then µ is fullysupported.
Proof. Let µ be a measure of maximal entropy for X. Our first observation is that µ-almost surely there is no infinite connected component composed of square tiles. An infinite connected component can be either an infinite sized square, a corner or a periodic point composed of one of the arrow tiles. Being transient events, by Poincare recurrence theorem the probability of having a corner or an infinite sized square is 0. Since µ is a measure of maximal entropy for X, the measure of periodic points is 0 as well. Thus the observation has been verified. Let x ∈ X be an element such that it does not have any infinite connected component composed of square tiles. We will now show for all r ∈ N that there exists a finite set A r such that B r ⊂ A r ⊂ Z 2 and x i is the blank tile for all i ∈ ∂A r . Let
Since every square is surrounded by the blank tile, A r has the required properties. Now consider any element y ∈ X. By completing the incomplete square in y| Bn we obtain a z ∈ X such that
4n . Now choose any x ∈ supp(µ) which does not have any infinite connected component composed of square tiles. By the previous argument, find A 4r ⊂ Z 2 such that B 4r ⊂ A 4r and x i is the blank tile for all i ∈ ∂A 4r . Then z = x on ∂A 4r . By Lanford-Ruelle theorem µ is a Markov random field with the uniform specification adapted to X. Therefore
Since this is true for any n ∈ N we can conclude y ∈ supp(µ). But the choice of y ∈ X is arbitrary. Hence supp(µ) = X.
To obtain a space such the dimension of the Markov cocycles is infinite let Y be a nearest neighbor shift of finite type with the alphabet as in figure 1 but now with two types of square tiles, type 1 and 2. The adjacency rules are as in the subshift X but also that adjacent square tiles must be of the same type, that is, any square in an element of Y will consist entirely of tiles of type 1 or of type 2. Let p ∈ (0, 1) N and φ : Y −→ X be the map which forgets the type of square tiles. We will now construct a shift-invariant Markov random field µ p obtained by picking a particular configuration in X according to a measure of maximal entropy µ and then choosing the type of every i-square to be 1 with probability p i and 2 with probability 1 − p i . A more precise description follows. Let F = φ −1 (B(X)) be the pull-back of the Borel sigma-algebra on X. 
for all Λ ⊂ Z 2 finite, y ∈ Y . Note that µ-almost surely configurations in X has no infinite-sized squares soμ-almost surely the m i 's and n i 's account for all the squares intersecting Λ. . This proves that M is a shift-invariant cocycle. To complete the proof we need to verify that for any (y, y ) ∈ ∆ Y , M (y, y ) depends only on the sites where y and y differ and its boundary. As before let (y, y ) ∈ ∆ Y and F = {i ∈ Z 2 | y i = y i }. For each square in y intersecting F ∪ ∂F there is either a crossing between the horizontal sides in F ∪ ∂F or a crossing between the vertical sides in F c . Here a crossing is a path from one side of the square to its opposite side where diagonal steps are allowed. In the former case the subconfiguration on F ∪ ∂F determines the entire square and in the latter the subconfiguration of F c does the same. Consider the function g This proves existence of uncountably many linearly independent shift-invariant Markov cocycles which have corresponding fully-supported shift-invariant Markov random fields. Since the space of Markov cocycles which come from some finite range shift-invariant is a union of finite dimensional vector spaces, this further implies that there exists a shiftinvariant Markov random field which is not Gibbs for any shift-invariant finite interaction. Alternatively, note that for any Gibbs cocycle with shift-invariant finite range interaction the magnitude of the cocycle at a particular homoclinic pair is at most linear in the size of the sites at which the two configurations differ. We can choose a p ∈ (0, 1) N such that this does not happen.
A simple variation on the above construction yields topological Markov fields which are not sofic: Choose p ∈ [0, 1] N . If p i = 0 or p i = 1, this would disallow squares of certain types for specific sizes. Each such p would determine a shift-invariant Markov random field supported on a shift space contained in Y . Since there are uncountable many such subshifts many such spaces would be not sofic. However it is easy to see from the proofs above that these are global topological Markov fields.
Conclusion and further problems
In this paper we demonstrated the applicability of Markov cocycles to studying Markov random fields and Gibbs states with nearest neighbor interaction. In cases where the space of shift-invariant Markov cocycles is finite dimensional, these can act as a substitute for nearest neighbor interactions in providing a description of the specification "using finitely many parameters". There are several questions which remain to be answered. We mention a few here. Question 1: What characterizes the property of being the support of a shift-invariant Markov random field on the Calyey graph of Z d ? We know it is equivalent to being a nonwandering nearest neighbor shift of finite type when d = 1. For finite graphs, it suffices to be a topological Markov field. In higher dimensions we wonder whether it is sufficient to have a topological Markov field with a shift-invariant probability measure supported on it. Also: Suppose a Z d shift of finite type is the support of some shift-invariant Markov random field. Must it also be the support of a shift-invariant Gibbs measure for some nearest neighbor interaction? Question 2: In this paper we prove that the dimension of the space of shift-invariant Markov cocycles on X r is r and that of Gibbs cocycles with shift-invariant nearest neighbour interactions is r − 1. Moreso we prove that any shift-invariant Markov random field adapted to these spaces has a shift-invariant nearest neighbour interaction. Finally we prove that corresponding a given shift-invariant Markov cocycle there exists a fully supported shift-invariant Markov random field if and only if it is Gibbs with a shift-invariant nearest neighbour interaction. Suppose we are given a nearest neighbor shift of finite type with the pivot property along with its globally allowed patterns on {0} ∪ ∂{0}. Is there an algorithm to determine the dimension of the shift-invariant Markov cocycles? If so, is there a way to decide which of these cocycles have a corresponding fully supported shift-invariant probability measure on the subshift? In case the subshift has a safe symbol, such an algorithm can be derived via from the proof of the Hammersley-Clifford theorem [7] and also from Lemma 3.1 in [8] . Note that it is not hard to see that given this information there is an algorithm to determine the dimension of the space of Gibbs cocycles with shift-invariant finite range interactions. Specific models of interest would be r-colorings of Z 2 with r ≥ 6 and domino tilings of Z 2 (with the generalized pivot property). One can also question how much does the underlying graph effect these results. For instance, we know that that every shift-invariant Markov random field is Gibbs with a shift-invariant nearest neighbour interaction when the underlying graph is Z [6] and every Markov random field is Gibbs with a nearest neighbour interaction when the underlying graph is finite and decomposable, that is, a graph which can be decomposed into triangles and edges [15] . Question 3: In section 9, we construct a subshift such that the dimension of the space of shift-invariant Markov cocycles is uncountable. However this space does not have any nice mixing property like block gluing or strongly irreducible [2] . Does there exists a subshift which is strongly irreducible or even block gluing such that the dimension of the space of Markov cocycles is uncountable?
